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with great power, comes great responsibility 

IIII----Ching & The World of Ching & The World of Ching & The World of Ching & The World of  M M M Metaphysicsetaphysicsetaphysicsetaphysics 
Liu Fa-Part 12 The Invincible Period-三元不敗三元不敗三元不敗三元不敗 
 

In researching Xuan Kong Fa Jian, the time aspect is not difficult to understand in the context of ‘Yin 

and Yang’ and ‘inverted’ analogy, what is difficult is the hidden agenda that the author has embedded. It 

is probably the intention of the author to camouflage his essence by using metaphorical to express his 

writing, this is either to let the true practitioners to get the message the hard and yet rewarding manner, 

or those mediocre would have to give up half way in the learning process, may be may be not? 

 

The invincible Period is the ability to harness the right kind of energies in 180 years in a good setting.  

The lower period consists of period 1234 with total 90 years and the upper period of 6789 with another 

90 years and that add up to be 180 years. To tap into the potential of such energy let us understand 

more the concept eluded to the lower period of 1234 where the early days Bagua harness Yang energy 

while the later days Bagua is Yin, as for the upper period of 6789, the early days Bagua would harness 

Yin while the later days Bagua would harness Yin, this implicates that all setting are intercepting both 

upper and lower periods. These combinations of Early Days and Later Days Bagua interchanging to 

extend the life span of the site that harnessing kind energy. It is theoretical workable but rather difficult 

to implement in practical world. 

 

The Early Days Bagua and Later Days Bagua that transformed to Chan/Shun/Kan/Dui after 

Yao changes. These four Guas are set as the space for both early and later days Bagua, in 

order to arrive at the invincible period like mentioned above the setting would harness the kind 

energy in both lower and upper period. 

 
2 Golden Dragon Palace water mouth, early days Shun Gua, later days Kwan Gua, 

goat/Kwan/monkey, goat is the lower Yao, Kwan is the middle Yao and the upper Yao is 

Monkey.  

1. Goat sitting with Ox facing is early days Shun Gua and the first Yao is Chan, after Yao 

changes Chan transformed in to Ham, Ham is Luk Chuen Star (refer diagram). The 

outer layer is 24 –mountains Guas changes, and Ham is Luk Chuen (refer 9 star 

5element diagram).  

2. To recall back the early days Dui Gua correspondence position, upper Yao is Kang, 

refer back early days Kan corresponding position, upper Yao is Peng, Kang is current 

period Gua water mouth, Peng is out of period water mouth. 

3. Early days Shun corresponding position, upper Yao is Yam, early days Kan 

corresponding position with upper Yao is Kap, Yam is current period water mouth, Kap 

is the early days water mouth. Four water mouths with Yin and Yang complement each 

other that lead to The invincible Period. To harness the inner and outer layer, Kwan 

mountain and Kan Direction, Monkey Mountain with Tiger Direction and so on. 
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Two Cycles 8-Periods Table 

Upper  1st Period  Kwan  18 Years  Kap Rat-San Snake 1864-1881   

2nd Period Shun  24 Years Yam Horse-Yuet Snake 1882-1905 
3rd Period  Lei 24 Years Peng Horse-Kei Snake 1906-1929 
4th Period  Dui 24 Years Kan Horse-Kwai Snake 1930-1953 

Lower 6th Period  Kan 21 Years Kap Horse-Kap Tiger 1954-1974 
7th Period  Ham 21 Years Yuet Rabbit-Yuet Boar 1975-1995 
8th Period  Chan 21 Years Peng Rat-Peng Monkey 1996-2016 
9th Period  Kin 27 Years Ding Rooster-Kwai Boar 2017-2043 

 

《《《《二元八運表二元八運表二元八運表二元八運表》》》》 

上  一運   坤  18 年 甲子至辛巳 1864-1881 

術  二運   巽  24 年 壬午至乙巳 1882-1905 

數  三運   離  24 年 丙午至己巳 1906-1929 

元  四運   兌  24 年 庚午至癸巳 1930-1953 

下  六運   艮  21 年 甲午至甲寅 1954-1974 

縱  七運   坎  21 年 乙卯至乙亥 1975-1995 

橫  八運   震  21 年 丙子至丙申 1996-2016 

元  九運   乾  27 年 丁酉至癸亥 2017-2043 
 

Wonder how to dictate the length of the period 
Yang length is 9 years, example Kin with 3-Yang that add up to be 27 years 
Yin Length is 6 years, example Kwan with 3-Yin that add up to be 18 years 
 
Commanding Period dictates the Dragon Mountain, which is dynamic, while the matching of Yin and Yang 
requires the water to be static. Should the commanding period become too dynamic, it becomes off balance. That 
is why Mountain should receive the commanding period or In the Period Gua while water should harness the out 
of period Gua. 
 
Empty Spirit (零神零神零神零神) 

Lower Period Mountain 6789 periods 
Upper Period Mountain 1234 periods 
 

True Spirit (正神正神正神正神) 

Lower Period Mountain 1234 periods 
Upper Period Mountain 6789 periods 
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